5 – Examples
5-1 Specific CP option generation methods: The waste box
This example shows the results obtained by adapting one of the methods recommended in
chapter 5.7.3 “Tricks for CP option generation” of the textbook. In this particular case, the
waste box of a company which manufactures special kitchen benches was analysed. Based
on the collected information, a material flow analysis was carried out.

The waste of a specific product – a
corner seat – was collected over a
certain period of time (one week).

All the employees helped to collect
the waste in a special waste box.

Based on the collection of the material in the waste box the following material
flow analysis was drawn up:

Purchase of massive wood
Massive wood in the product

Chipboard in the product

Purchase of chipboards

Diverse waste
Diverse waste
Cuts of chipboards

Diverse

Shavings massive wood
Cuts of massive wood

The same procedure was carried out in a metal processing company. The picture
below shows the analysis of the waste box.

5-2

Brainstorming on a specific topic: How to improve the waste
management in our company?

As already explained in the textbook of volume 5, a brainstorming session is ideal for
problems which are not too complex. During the session the following four principles should
be observed:
- Any kind of criticism is strictly forbidden!
- There are no limits to imagination.
- Quantity comes before quality.
- Take up the ideas of others and develop them.

Each group works on its own flipchart and chooses a moderator and a person who notes all
the ideas. The time frame for a brainstorming session should not exceed 15 minutes. The
below picture shows a list of ideas that the participants generated during the brainstorming
session.

During the second stage of the brainstorming session, and always after a short break, the
groups evaluate the feasibility of each idea as shown in the picture below.

Through this approach valuable ideas to improve the waste management in the company
were generated, evaluated and categorized.

